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Australian Parents for Climate Action represents more than 15,000 parents, grandparents and carers
from across Australia, including over 500 in Western Australia. We are Australia’s leading organisation
for parents advocating for a safe climate. Our supporters are from across the political spectrum, across
Australian electorates, and from different socio-economic positions. We seek non-partisan responses to
climate change and its impacts.
We are focused on encouraging Australian governments and businesses to take urgent action to cut
Australia’s carbon emissions to net zero as quickly as possible. We encourage Australia to take a
leadership role on the world stage, leading by example and calling for other nations to take the
necessary action to protect our children’s futures.

For more information, visit www.ap4ca.org

Submission
Australian Parents for Climate Action (AP4CA) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the
Education and Health Standing Committee’s inquiry into the response of Western Australian schools to
climate change.
This submission addresses the following terms of reference:
a. The co-benefits of climate action in schools
b. Climate change mitigation and adaptation actions currently being undertaken in schools, and the
benefits they are achieving
d. What more can be done to support schools to respond to climate change.

a. Climate action in schools offers immediate and far-reaching benefits to
students, teachers, families, communities and future generations
The benefits of climate action in schools are immediate and far-reaching, offering an opportunity to
embed behaviour change in children and their families today as well as influencing the behaviour and
attitudes of the citizens of tomorrow.
Climate action in schools makes good sense economically: for example, through the Solar Our Schools1
initiative, AP4CA is calling on state and national leaders to fund solar and batteries for every school
and early childhood centre in Australia (with means-tested grants for privately-owned schools and
for-profit early learning centres). This would create at least 6,870 renewable energy jobs in all regions
of Australia; slash school energy bills to free up more funds for learning resources - saving large
schools $114,000 in energy bills per year and small schools $12,700 per year (as estimated by Beyond
Zero Emissions) and save millions of tonnes of carbon emissions per year. This is just one example schools have the potential to showcase community renewable energy generation and use.
Climate action in schools has positive mental health benefits for children and young people. For young
people, participating in climate action, or witnessing important adults in their life, such as teachers,
doing so, can be a protective strategy to guard against climate distress. A report released by the
Imperial College London in May 2021, The impact of climate change on mental health and emotional
wellbeing: current evidence and implications for policy and practice,2 found that mental distress among
young people was exacerbated by climate change, even among young people not directly affected by
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climate change. Importantly, the report emphasised the importance of climate action as a way of
mitigating the effects of eco-anxiety among young people.
Morally, climate action in schools is the right thing to do. Many significant social changes have been
enabled by moral leadership from schools coupled with equipping students with accurate information
that they can then pass on to their families, contributing to wider-scale behaviour change. For example,
children have influenced their families with information provided to school students on topics such as
smoking and road safety. In the same way, strong climate action leadership in schools could have
wide-reaching influence on household behaviours.

b. Schools are taking innovative, local action to mitigate and adapt to climate
change
Many of APC4A’s supporters are active in their local schools across Australia participating in climate
change mitigation and adaptation activities. A few examples we have heard about from our supporters
include:
●
●
●
●
●

Formation of parent/teacher sustainability committees and student sustainability monitors;
P&C support for the creation of a micro-forest on school grounds;
Creation of rain gardens;
Teaching students how to understand, analyse and respond to climate change data;
Multiple initiatives to reduce waste (landfill waste is a growing source of greenhouse emissions; as
is plastic and materials production) including:
○ composting,
○ general recycling,
○ fund raising via container deposit scheme collections,
○ uniform recycling (textile waste converted to useful products),
○ packaging reduction for school canteens,
○ waste free lunch boxes (where students and parents are encouraged to avoid additional food
packaging), and
○ collection, cleaning and sale of unlabelled lunch boxes and drink bottles lost on school grounds.

The Ecoschools program3 provides a schools-based sustainability framework. The benefits of these
activities are far reaching: beyond the results of the project itself, school-based climate mitigation and
adaptation activities allow for community building and grassroots climate action.

3
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d. Schools need strong political leadership and a curriculum mandate to support
them to respond to climate change
Clear political direction is required to support schools to respond to climate change. Unambiguous
curriculum content in the revised national curriculum (in particular, acknowledging the scientifically
undisputed link between human emissions from fossil fuel extraction & use, land clearing, and various
chemical processes, and a rapidly heating, more extreme climate) and a decisive WA syllabus, will
empower WA schools to teach students about climate change.
To bolster this, we recommend the appointment of instructional leadership roles to oversee curriculum
implementation. Additionally, mandatory professional learning to all teachers regarding sustainability
and climate change would ensure that teachers are equipped with the current, evidence-based scientific
knowledge to adequately implement this curriculum priority.
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Australian Parents for Climate Action is a non-profit, non-partisan
group that enables concerned parents to take action on climate.
Since forming in early 2019 we have grown to over 14,000 supporters
nation-wide. We empower our supporters to advocate to government
and big business, to take urgent action to cut Australia’s carbon
emissions to net zero as quickly as possible.
We have suppoters in every electorate of Australia. We have more
than twenty active local groups in urban, regional and rural Australia.
We will be mobilising our parent groups in the lead up to the next
federal election.
Our members and supporters are deeply concerned about our
children’s future — current global emissions are driving bushfires, heat
stress, droughts, storms, floods and sea level rise that threaten our
children’s safety, survival and quality of life.
This is an emergency and we are fighting for our children’s future.

Our Solar Our Schools proposal asks the Federal government to fund
solar and batteries for every school and early childhood centre in
Australia that does not yet have solar, or that has inadequate solar or
no battery.
Installing batteries would allow schools and centres to act as “virtual
power plants” (VPPs), feeding their excess solar into the grid in order to
stabilise the grid during times of peak electricity demand.

"The world’s climate emergency
is Australia’s jobs opportunity"
- MP Chris Bowen
Local economies would benefit, because Solar Our Schools would
create thousands of regional jobs. Solar installers are local businesses
located all around Australia, just like the schools and early childhood
centres.
Research released as part of the Beyond Zero Emissions' Million Jobs
Plan estimates that installing solar panels and batteries on all Australian
schools and early childhood centres that do not currently have solar and
allowing them to operate as VPPs would create at least:

6,870 jobs in the renewable energy industry

The money saved on the schools' power bills would allow schools to
employ thousands of new teachers and support staff, adding to the job
creation in local communities throughout Australia.
Beyond Zero Emissions' Million Jobs Plan estimates that installing solar
panels and batteries on all Australian schools and early childhood
centres that do not currently have solar and allowing them to operate
as VPPs would save $114,000 in annual energy bills per large school or
centre and $12,700 per small school or centre, which could be reallocated to:

Create at least 4,000 teaching and teacher's aid jobs
in schools and preschools

"Good climate policy = good jobs policy"
- MP Chris Bowen

Creating dispatchable power
Creating a network of schools and early childhood centres with solar
and batteries would provide the equivalent dispatchable clean
electricity as a new power station - as whas been proposed to replace
the Liddell Power station in NSW.
Solar Our Schools would create 907 megawatts of solar power coupled
with 2,230 MWh of batteries that would be available nationally to
stabilise the electricity grid.
Schools are closed during many peak electricity demand events,
including weekends, summer holidays and hot evenings. Solar power
stored in the schools’ batteries could be drawn on to stabilise the grid
at these times. This would negate the need to build more gas fired
“peaking” power stations.

A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) is a network of
solar photovoltaic (PV) and battery systems on
schools (or homes or businesses) that work
together to generate and store solar energy,
and feed their excess energy into the grid. It
means less fossil fuel electricity from the grid is
needed for consumption in the community,
with local residents and businesses able to buy
the schools’ excess solar energy.

Transition economy
The science says we need to transition to 74% of carbon emissions
by 2030. Our parents will support the ALP to set more ambitious
carbon reduction targets.
However in order to do so, we urgently need to create a transition
economy, so we aren't hurting workers who are literally at the coal
face.
This includes workers in rural and regional areas, like the Hunter Valley
and Central Queensland.
Like the transition out of Newcastle's steel manufacture, and the
transition out of oldgrowth logging in Tasmania's forests,
a transition out of fossil fuels and into a renewable energy economy
takes government investment.
And we know the earlier we plan for these transitions - rather than
holding onto industries who we know are no longer viable - the less
pain and suffering we create for those workers, their families and
communities long term.
Solar Our Schools will provide these transition economy jobs right
across regional Australia.

Creating equity
Our research, polling and public consultation has shown us that
gaining solar for schools and early childhood centres is an equity
issue.
Current barriers to solar include:
education and awareness around solar grants and initiatives
school and parent fundraising
the work of applying for grants
and the administrative burden
Schools with a higher economic demographic have parents with the
skills to enable navigating these barriers. Schools in lower
demographic areas are missing out.
We strongly believe access to renewable power for schools and early
childhood centres should not be an equity issue.
A comprehensive State and Federal roll-out of solar and batteries
across all schools and early childhood centres is necessary to address
these equity issues.

Creating equity
The exact number of schools without solar is not known, but
estimates indicate it is at least 4000 (42.5% of all government and
non-government schools). In addition, a large proportion of the
more than 11,000 Australian childcare centres, kindergartens and
preschools also do not have solar.
It should also be noted that although many schools and centres
already have solar, their systems are not enough to cover their power
needs. Additional solar panels would rectify this. Very few schools and
centres have a battery.
Government support is required to help schools and early childhood
centres resource the administrative and financial burden of obtaining
solar and batteries — something that is beyond most schools and
centres without help.

Federal and State/Territory governments
working together
There are current state and territory grant programs for solar on
schools but these do not provide for all state schools, just a
proportion of them.
The most widespread programs are in Queensland, where two grant
programs are installing panels on most state primary and high
schools, and in the ACT where all schools now have solar and some
school batteries are now being rolled out.
However, many of these installed systems are not large enough to
cover the full daytime energy demands of the school.
There have also been substantial state government programs in
NSW, Victoria, WA, SA and the NT.
However many state schools still do not have solar — or their systems
are too small — and few have batteries.

We ask the Federal government to join with State and Territory
governments to jointly fund solar and batteries for all state and
independent schools and early childhood centres, with meanstested grants for non-government schools and centres.
Through the Solar Our Schools campaign, we’re calling on the
Federal government to remove application burdens and offer a
consistent, national grants programs for solar and batteries for all
schools and early childhood centres.

State of Play - Tasmania
Australian Parents for Climate Action recently had a breakthrough
with our Solar Our Schools campaign, when both major Tasmanian
political parties adopted a $5 million solar in schools policy.
Tasmanian Liberals directly attributed their policy to our submissions
to them during the state government pre-election period.
Tasmania previously had no government support for solar in schools.
Now the newly elected Gutwein government is establishing the
Renewable Energy Schools Fund. The initial outlay will fund solar
panels for more than 100 schools over the next four years, with the
savings in energy bills used to make the program self-sustaining.
All the savings will be re-invested back into the Renewable Energy
Schools Fund until solar and battery power systems have been rolled
out in all government schools and later preschools and early
childhood centres.

State of Play - Western Australia
Western Australian parents who lobbied their state government to
Solar Our Schools where overjoyed when the McGowan Labor
Government pledged to fund a $44.6 million Schools Clean Energy
Technology package in the lead-up to their March state election.
Our WA supporters are still waiting for the details of the roll-out, with
parents eager to get solar on their schools as soon as possible.

State of Play - New South Wales
Australian Parents for Climate Action staff recently met with NSW
Education Minister Sarah Mitchell, facilitated by City of Sydney Lord
Mayor Clover Moore and Deputy Mayor Jess Scully.
Minister Mitchell is very supportive of Solar Our Schools, having
recently announced the NSW Government’s Schools Renewable
Energy Infrastructure Pilot Project.
"The pilot project will assess the benefits and costs of large scale
implementation of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, batteries and
demand response initiatives in NSW public schools." - NSW
Government
Working with our NSW parent supporters, AP4CA have provided
Minister Mitchell's office with a comprehensive list of schools across
NSW whose community actively supports their school being part of
this VPP Pilot.

What will it cost?
Research done by Beyond Zero Emissions and Tesla,
in the Million Jobs Plan, has estimated the cost per school for solar
and batteries to meet their full daytime power needs is:
Large school or centre: solar system = $375,000; battery system
= $278,400
Small school or centre: solar system = $29,750; battery system
= $53,600
The Million Jobs Plan estimated that 42% of schools and early
childhood centres do not have solar and batteries. Installing
systems in these schools and centres would cost $3.78 billion.
The total cost of the program will depend on how many schools and
early childhood centres are included in the scheme. Further
research is required to ascertain how many schools and centres
do not currently have solar and how many have very small systems
that need to be expanded.

SCHOOL CASE STUDIES
Electorate of Corangamite, Victoria
Corangamite is in south-eastern Victoria. While
some schools have benefited from solar panels,
there are many more who are still seeking the
funding to access solar and batteries.

Ocean Grove Primary School (OGPS)
OGPS is a Prep-Grade 6 state school with 650 students in the seaside
town of Ocean Grove. The students, staff and principal are very keen to
get solar and batteries but do not have any available funds to purchase
them. They received a quote for around $120,000 to purchase the solar
system alone, which would provide for all their power needs across
multiple school buildings. There are no current State or Federal grant
programs available to them for solar or batteries.

SCHOOL CASE STUDIES
Queenscliff Primary School
Queenscliff Primary is a small
Prep-Grade 6 state school with
150 students in the small
village of Queenscliff. They also
do not have the funds to get
solar and batteries, and there
are no current State or Federal
grant programs available to
them for solar or batteries.

Woodlands Preschool, Ocean Grove
Woodlands Preschool is a small kindergarten in Ocean Grove which
has around 150 students in 3 and 4-year-old kinder programs. The
preschool has no funds to pay for solar but would like a system to
power its needs with clean energy. The kinder is administered by a
volunteer group of parents who do not have the time or capacity to
fundraise nor to arrange to get solar.

SCHOOL CASE STUDIES
Point Lonsdale Primary School
Point Lonsdale Primary School is a Prep-Grade 6 primary
school with around 350 students. The school currently has a
very small solar system which was funded from a government
grant many years ago. They would like to expand their solar
system to get more panels in order to cover their school power
needs and would also like a battery.

SCHOOL CASE STUDIES
Fyans Park Primary School, Geelong
In contrast to these schools and preschools who do not have solar,
Fyans Park Primary School in Geelong was the lucky recipient of a
state government grant and received a solar system and battery in
2019. All schools and preschools need to have this level of support.
In 2019, Fyans Park Primary School in Geelong installed a 94KW solar
system on one of their school buildings after receiving a Victorian
state government grant of $150,000. They also put in two Tesla
Powerwall batteries, which allow the school to use the solar power to
run their night-time power needs.
As a result, they will save around $10,000-$15,000 per year on their
energy bills, which will go back into school resourcing. Source: Pick
My Project

Jason Calnin, a teacher at Fyans Park PS who
ran the solar project, said: “The system has
allowed for significant savings on power from
the grid which is in line with the school’s policy
on sustainability. The biggest benefit is the fact
that we’re reducing our carbon footprint and
you’re teaching that to the kids — we have to
practise what we preach."

PARENT CASE STUDIES
Joanna Jenkin is a parent at Mosman Park
Primary School's Parents and Citizens
Association (Western Australia)

The sustainability committee at Mosman Park Primary school is
an arm of our P and C at our school.
Back at the start of the year, the Principal gave us the go ahead to
explore solar and the P and C were on board to fund this /
fundraise for this. I contacted Synergy to arrange for a quote, but
they alerted us to the fact that there is a policy in place with
public schools which requires them to procure higher risk items
such as solar through the Department of Building, Management
and Works.
We then contacted the Department who said they do not
endorse school P&C associations arranging and funding solar
panel installations. They reported that a feasihility study would
need to be arranged through DoF (Finance) or directly through
PFM. They also said that the feasibility study would be an
additional cost to the installation and must be funded by your
school, with the installation to be managed DOF/PFM. ($5-20k,
though likely 7k for our sized school). We would then have to fund
the solar panels ourselves. The department chooses the
contractors for both the feasibility study and the solar installation
even though we have to pay for both of these and also the yearly
maintenance.

PARENT CASE STUDIES
Amanda Collier lives in Clovelly, and has met
with MP Dave Sharma's office to discuss
Solar Our Schools

By Amanda Collier
I never expected to be fostering as a 40-year-old, single woman.
My plan was to have a family first, so that kids who came to stay
would experience a family environment. When a family and
husband didn’t materialise, I decided not to wait. I called a foster
agency and within a week was being interviewed for my
suitability. Two months after that first phone call, an adorable —
and loud — three-year-old girl arrived on my doorstep. Talk about
a whirlwind!
It was a massive change. My freedom to do whatever l liked,
whenever I wanted, screeched to a painful, sudden halt. But the
rubber really hit the road when my daughter started school. It
turned out that the trauma she experienced in her early years
made it difficult for her to cope in a school environment.
When the situation escalated and an emergency plan was
created to keep the other students and teachers safe, I thought
there was only one option left — to give up my job, which I love,
and home-school my daughter. It was depressing; I felt hopeless
and helpless. I'd worked so hard to get to where I was in my
career and I didn't want to quit. I spent nights crying on the
couch, estimating how I could survive on welfare. Although the
school and teachers were incredible, and I have nothing but
praise for them, it was clear that a typical school environment was
just too overwhelming for my daughter.

PARENT CASE STUDIES
Our schools are not always equipped to provide inclusive,
supportive spaces for children whose brains are wired differently
due to trauma. Teachers, as amazing as they are, aren't trained to
understand what’s happening in a traumatised child’s brain or
given the appropriate strategies to respond. School counsellors can
be overwhelmed and often don’t have time to help every child.
So when I saw the figures on Australian Parents for Climate
Action's Solar Our Schools campaign that showed even a small
school could save around $12,000 a year if they ran off solar power,
I was instantly sold. Amazing! I imagined how $12,000 could be
used at my daughter’s school to create an inclusive environment,
hire teacher's aides and train teachers about developmental
trauma.
I’ve never seen such a big idea — and I love it. Of course every
school and childcare centre should have solar, managed from a
national level so that no one misses out.
What a fantastic message to give to our kids: we care enough
about their future to ensure our schools are solar-powered. As a
result, we’ll reduce carbon emissions and create thousands of jobs
in communities across Australia. And importantly, we’ll save
schools thousands of dollars to be used for improved resources and
facilities — for all of our kids, including those who need a little extra
support.

PARENT CASE STUDIES
Start Frith lives in North Sydney, and has met
with MP Trent Zimmerman's office to discuss
Solar Our Schools

By Stuart Frith
I consider myself a moderate conservative
voter and have been a lifelong Liberal
party voter, as I agree with the founding
philosophy of the Liberal party that
people are responsible for their own
destiny.
But I’m extremely disappointed in the
current Liberal party being captive to
closed-mind thinking around climate
change and being beholden to vested
interests. As a result, I did not vote for
their representatives in the most recent
election.
Human and society’s progress over the
past 500 years has been built on the
capture and exploitation of energy. The
industrial revolution has been
underpinned by the mass harnessing of
fossil fuels. But fossil fuels are finite. We
need to harness infinite energy sources
that we can exploit to power society to
even better our quality of lives — infinite
sources of energy like solar, wind and
wave energy.

PARENT CASE STUDIES
Renewable energy offers such amazing upsides for humanity that
we’d be crazy not to pursue the opportunity. I studied electrical
engineering at university and spent my career working in the
financial technology sector, at times when technology was driving
significant changes to financial markets, regulation and financial
advice. I’ve seen a lot of change and have seen how people who are
enthusiastic about new opportunities prosper from change and
people who are uncomfortable resist it.
That’s why I’m attracted to the Solar Our Schools initiative —
because it is a very logical renewable energy program that
communities can rally around, that will bring concrete benefits to
the community, like local jobs and a larger allocation of school
budget to education of kids. It will also reinforce schools as
community role models to encourage wider take up of solar power.
I am now one of 100 local ‘Champions’ who are volunteering
nationwide for Australian Parents for Climate Action to help this
initiative find traction in my school and local area. And that's why I
met with the office of our local Federal MP, Trent Zimmerman, to
ask the LNP to Solar Our Schools.

Fyans Park Primary
School, Geelong

YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
There are some things you can't put a price on, and one of those things
is the mental health and well-being of our younger generations.
Faced with a climate crisis, and more recently a global pandemic,
our young people need our support for their mental health.
The ALP implementing Solar Our Schools would demonstrate to our
school age children that the adults around them are doing something
pro-active to tackle the climate crisis. Something tangible they can see
in their everyday lives - making their schools renewable energy hubs for
their local community.
There are also many STEM opportunities by having solar and battery at
schools, to help tour students with their education and training
towards careers in a changing world.

SUMMARY
Solar Our Schools is a sensible and shovel-ready policy that benefits
children and parents, workers and teachers across Australia.
Funding solar and battery storage for every Australian school and early
childhood centre will:
create thousands of local jobs in renewable energy Australia-wide
support female-dominated professions, by helping to save
thousands of dollars in schools and early childhood centres to put
towards more teaching staff and teacher's aides
reduce Australian's carbon emissions by millions of tonnes per year,
in line with the Paris Agreement

